The IRIS Group, a collective of women artists,
began in 1996 as a forum to share ideas,
offer mutual support, and develop projects
that further the overall intentions of the
group. Based in Durham Region, meetings
and activities radiate from this location. IRIS
has exhibited work and mounted outreach
projects in galleries and on campuses in
Ontario, Alberta, New York State and Mexico.

Media Information:
Margaret Rodgers-mrodgers@rogers.com
www.theirisgroup.ca
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WhiteOut (w)rap

Margaret Rogers, IRIS chair
This is standard filler text. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, curabitur nisl,
hac ut deserunt integer, turpis eleifend pharetra quam, donec nec ut
magna in, justo ultricies aliquam ligula ac. Vehicula augue, eu quam
duis nunc, volutpat libero mattis, varius enim enim eu diam ipsum,
nunc volutpat sed lacinia. Vitae maecenas in vehicula nulla, rutrum et
mauris fusce adipiscing quam, tempor sed. Pede curabitur, scelerisque
sed sit proin in neque, massa vestibulum condimentum est donec erat,
mauris dapibus, condimentum nullam turpis dolor sit. Mi per sed ut,
vestibulum curabitur, quisque dignissim feugiat, velit placerat leo id
lorem eget vestibulum, nibh vitae in ante justo sed fusce.
Est in augue a mauris odio, libero nulla nonummy. Varius dolor dui ut
commodo consectetuer elit, volutpat vitae in dictumst lorem fringilla
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purus, at aliquam aenean accumsan eros eget pulvinar, pharetra
ac molestie maecenas in mattis, neque amet eu id sollicitudin est.
Commodo varius in lacinia lorem habitasse. Sollicitudin vestibulum
arcu nam eius, tristique ut, pretium nam, integer sed vitae voluptate
lorem. Vitae convallis est ante, pede mauris orci quam ullamcorper,
proident nisl quam mauris morbi, aptent fermentum fermentum. Nulla
imperdiet nonummy, in eget mauris velit laoreet. Eget ligula ante
magna dolor et non.
Phasellus nulla vitae dignissim, erat euismod ornare enim pede urna,
vivamus consequat turpis morbi mi. Ultricies diamlorem tempus, purus
eros. Erat ac non tortor et, cras eget risus phasellus facilisis venenatis,
adipiscing ad facilisis mauris convallis enim, vitae turpis. Neque ipsum
et. Amet dictum ultrices sed, eros est sed commodo magna ultrices,
venenatis et sem tortor sem. Id interdum, ligula proin, egestas non
volutpat enim interdum. In ullamcorper libero sagittis nulla, quis

L-R: Sally Thurlow, Sean McQuay, Francine Fortier and Gary Greenwood preparing for WhiteOut.
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Helen Bajorek-M ac Donald	
… is an educator, writer and visual/textual artist, and has also
produced two videos, one of which, Our Grandmothers, Ourselves, has
been shown in university and arts spaces.
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& Jean-Michel Komarnicki

… is a photographer and instructor of photography, as well as owner
of JMK Image-ination where he specializes in the concept, design and
production of books, and photography. Since his graduation from the
Photographic Arts Department at Ryerson (1970), he has exhibited
his works in a variety of venues. He also curates the Artspace on the
Mezzanine at the Bowmanville branch of the Clarington Public Library.

Continued
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H e l e n B a j o r e k - M a c D o n a l d & J e a n - M i c h e l Kom a r n i c k i
Like many things, chance played a role in the instigation
of collaborative process which has resulted in the
establishment of The youmeus project. First, a poem. Then,
a poetic response. Very quickly, text and image became a
means of communicating the emotive and the observed.
What one felt or saw was recorded and shared either in
writing or through image. And the other responds. Thus,
Durham Region residents Helen and Jean-Michel – The
youmeus project – have found a creative means by which
to regularly communicate ideas as well as to explore
their respective artistic endeavours, including a recentlylaunched website with blog:
www.jmkimage-ination.com/
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Dis-carded
Photographs

For WhiteOut, The youmeus project asks viewers to consider the
complexities of the commodification of women’s bodies.
Dis-carded
My body is much too beautiful
to be devoured by hungry eyes
(Angèle Arsenault)
Every day, every night
penny-earning card peddlers swarm
the hunting grounds of the city
where everything stays
after the tourists have left
Lexy, Mya, Piper and Trish cards
roughly slapped into tourists’ hands
hundreds and thousands –
How many called?
How many used?

In the morning, men with hoses
flush them away
but the peddlers soon
out again
pimping carded women
Lyssa, Candice, Chloe, Felice
hundreds and thousands
cards in
hands
calls made
someone
used
Dis-carded

So many
Dis-carded
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Francine Fortier
… of Oshawa, has exhibited in solo or group exhibitions throughout
Ontario and internationally. Venues have included Justina M. Barnicke
Gallery, Hart House, University of Toronto; The Robert McLaughlin
Gallery, Oshawa; the Stone Angel, Toronto; Alma Gallery, Toronto;
Arnold Gottlieb Gallery, Toronto; the Academy of Spherical Arts,
Toronto; and St. Markos Basilica, Heraklion, Crete. Her artworks are in
private and public collections including the Royal Bank of Canada, the
Robert McLaughlin Gallery and St. Markos Basilica, Heraklion, Crete.
Contact:
francinejfortier@sympatico.ca
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Welcome to my Whitemare
Mixed media

Welcome to my Whitemare. Get inside
and take a ride. You are the ride. Meet
the pale-faced, rosy-cheeked slickster
who spins his words – believe this, no
believe this – delivering messages that
writhe and burrow, shapeshifting into
ghostly semblances as they spin. Meet
the rosy-cheeked vessels who hold
their broken heads together with their
t-shirt bandages. Look into the gossamer
matrix which is being spun.
Detail from
Welcome to my
Whitemare, 2014
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Gary Greenwood
… is a photographic artist working mostly in photography whose
work ranges from sculpture to performance, most often dealing with
personal history.
He has curated a number of exhibitions and contributed to various
art publications. He has exhibited locally and nationally most recently
at the Robert McLaughlin Gallery. He retired as Coordinator of Art &
Design Foundations at Centennial College and now devotes himself to
his art projects from his home in North Oshawa.
www.garygreenwood.ca
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295: The Shape We Live In
For 18 years I lived in public housing in Toronto. We moved into 295
Sackville Street when I was five years old. I rarely recognized our little
apartment on the second floor within a larger physical context. This is
common, whether you live in Rosedale or Regent
Park.
295 Sackville Street will soon be demolished, as
part of the Regent Park redevelopment and my first
substantial home will be erased. A unique threestory apartment building will become rubble, then
a foundation for condos.
295 is a celebration of the shape of my formative
home.
Concrete is how modern cheap housing was made.
Gold is a celebration!
You can also view the artwork at
www.garygreenwood.ca/295/
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Laura M. Hair
… a Whitby resident, Laura is an instructor at Durham College and
various regional art institutions. She is a founding member of The IRIS
Group. International exhibits include The Beijing National Art Museum,
BluSeed Studios, Saranac Lake, N.Y. Kunsthaus Gallery, San Miguel,
Mexico. Other exhibits include the MacLaren Art Centre, Redhead
Gallery, Propeller Centre for the Visual Arts, Robert McLaughlin Gallery,
Station Gallery, and The Visual Arts Centre of Clarington.
Contact: lmh.art@rogers.com
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Nothing But Flesh and Bone
Acrylic, graphite and copper on paper

Laura’s artwork is centrically nature based, following the
developmental path of structural designs in organic configurations.
The process of utilizing multiple layers and materials continues her
ongoing practice of developing a stratification of information, shifting
images and amalgamated states. The
constructive process of whiting out
just enough of the surface in order to
bring previously completed work into a
new perspective with new potentials is
fulfilling and therapeutic. Re-examining,
re-awakening and re-purposing work
allows for an in-depth scrutiny of
abilities, concepts and passions. Is the
mark making still strong, concept valid,
and energy vibrant? The covering up
procedure delivers a subtle sense of
the ambiguous – the hidden now lays
dormant – strengthening the aqueous
environment of the subjects.
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Ruth Latimer
… is an Oshawa-based inter-disciplinary mixed-media artist. She
studied at OCAD and at classes in several public galleries. Her work has
evolved from traditional drawing and painting to abstract, conceptual
structures that incorporate a variety of media. Her works are held in
several private and public collections, including a large-scale piece at
the Robert McLaughlin Gallery. She has participated in several shows,
mostly in Durham Region.
Contact: rlatimergraphics@gmail.com
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20/70
Prismacolour on paper

Life as a book; at least, two pages from a book – one at age 20, the
other now at 70.
A peculiar fading occurs as you age. When asking other aged persons
about this fading, there was always a knowing response; a look of
acknowledgement; a “Yes, I know what you mean” reaction. It’s there.
It’s present. A sneaky whiting out…, of what? Certainly your hair turns
white, but there’s more to it than that. Perhaps one is less current
with news and culture; less
active; less relevant in the
workplace; less influential to
one’s children and others;
less willing to drive on 12lane highways. There are a
thousand causes to this effect.
How odd when one’s inner self
pulsates in full-colour. Life is
richly embellished… in spite of
what may fade.
(Thank you to The Book of
Kells for design prompts.)
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Judith A. Mason
… is a practicing artist, art educator and curator who holds an BA in
Cultural Studies, a B.Ed. and an MA in Art Theory. In conjunction with
her academic work and active art practice, she has taught at the Art
Gallery of Peterborough, Haliburton School of the Arts, Whitby Station
Gallery, Trent University and the Visual Arts Centre of Clarington. Her
most recent curatorial project No Man’s Land explored the idea of
women’s space – physical, psychological, emotional and conceptual exhibiting the work of eight contemporary visual artists.
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Signs of the Times
Acrylic, charcoal and graphite on paper

When Margaret Rodgers proposed starting with old work and whitingit-out to produce new images for this show I found six old life-drawings
on good strong paper that could be reworked. I began by choosing
some elements in the drawings that I would keep and others that I
would cover-up. All of the drawings however, ended up completely
whited out. I couldn’t stop myself.
While this series of drawings are the result of covering up what was
there before, I couldn’t have found these new images without the
original marks. And so, these images carry the invisible underneath
– bleeding
through, casting
a shadow or
revealing a
sloppy edge. It
is this invisible
underneath that
interests me
most.
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Holly M c Lellan
… is a photographer using installation in works such as the Garbage
Dress Series and the Financial Peace Cranes. Her work is influenced
by a number of issues such as consumerism, suburban living and their
connection to the environment. Her works are in private collections
and the Québec archives.
Currently she teaches part time at Durham College in the Photo/Video
and Fine Art departments. She spends her time between the GTA, the
Kawarthas and the Charlevoix region of Québec.
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Surfactants and Surface Tension 2007-2011, 2014
Photography

Dialogues evolve and change as new environmental issues arise and
old ones re-surface. The tone of media reports or the opinions of locals
can change in any given area. Opinions vary across regions and other
borders.
Particle attraction in liquids, the minimization
of water surface and statements like “there
is an abundance in the ocean” or “there are
plenty of fish in the sea” influenced the new
and re-visited works. Images from 2011 never
touched, almost discarded, are updated and
used. Articles in the Charlevoisien were a source.
The new works rely on a painterly process,
with similarities to some processes involved for
creating the laundry detergent series.
Clarity in thought, language, the ocean and
atmosphere are all obscured and Whited Out.
Instead of providing clarity, the photographic
process serves to further obscure.
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Sean K. M c Quay
… is a native of Whitby Ontario. He graduated from The Nova Scotia
College of Art and Design University, taught immediately afterwards
at the college, then received grant support and encouragement
from provincial and federal arts councils which allowed for two years
travelling and working in Britain and Europe, which then allowed
for exhibitions in various public art galleries (a continuing process)
such as The RMG in Oshawa, The AGNS in Halifax, and The MMFA in
Montreal to name a few, which then eventually gave him enough
experience to teach more seriously and which he does currently (as
well as coordinating) in the Fine Arts Program at Durham College. He
has also worked in the past as a preparatory and museum installations
technician for many, many, years at The Art Gallery of Nova Scotia,
The Power Plant Gallery in Toronto, and all three of our local public
galleries.
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Walk Away Quietly
Interdisciplinary

Hailing from the distant future, Sean McQuay spends a lot of his
time reinventing the past. There he attempts to grapple with darkage technologies, somewhat
come to terms with their latent
and untapped potential, then
incorporating them, more or
less, in his work.
“I predict that one day there
will be an overhead projector in
every classroom.”
Sean K. McQuay, 2014
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Anne O’Callaghan
… is an artist, writer and Independent Curator. In over thirty years
of exhibiting, O’Callaghan has sought to navigate the territory of
the human condition and its transformative potential with a body of
work that incorporates a wide range of media, including installation,
sculptures, photography and text. She has exhibited throughout
Canada, Italy, U.S., Mexico, Australia and Hong Kong and has
participated in numerous International residencies and exchanges.
Recent and current exhibitions: The Fifth Annual Art Spin Exhibition,
Whiteout, Walking the Lakeshore (all Toronto 2014); ISEA (Dubai 2014)
Born in Ireland, O’Callaghan lives and works in Toronto, Ontario.
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erasure.
video projection

every moment, every day, every week, every year
people die in conflicts,
the world one big war zone. mea culpa.
never again. till the next time. mea culpa
erased from our memory. mea culpa
till the next time.

I am interested in the intersection of art and politics, politics as the air
we breathe. Over the past 30 years my practice has focused on politics,
memory and how we intersect with nature. These three elements are
constant themes running through all my work.
“To live together in the world means essentially that a world of things
is between those who have it in common, as a table is located between
those who sit around it; the world, like every in-between, relates and
separates us at the same time.”
Politics as Culture, Hannah Arendt.
Erasure is part of an ongoing project, of
remembering the past, as it impacts our
future.
Erasure lists many wars, conflicts internal
and external, since 1902 to March of 2014.
On going.
A thank you to Barbara Sternberg-videographer and
performer and David Nash-voice.
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Margaret Rodgers
Recent activity includes No Man’s Land (Peterborough), The Tree
Museum: Easy Come, Easy Go (AGP), OshawaSpaceInvaders, Money
etc., FREE ART: the Grocery Tape Project (Robert McLaughlin Gallery,
Oshawa), Baghdad Museum (Clarington, Stouffville, and Toronto). She
was founder of the IRIS Group, art prof at Durham and Centennial
Colleges, and Director/Curator at the Visual Arts Centre (VAC)
Clarington. She is the author of Locating Alexandra (Toronto: ECW,
1995) about Painters Eleven artist Alexandra Luke, and is published
in various journals. She is curating Crossing Borders, an exhibition
exchange with BluSeed Studios, Saranac Lake NY for VAC Clarington.
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Nightmare 2014
Acrylic, organza, photo image transfer on canvas

With painting as a primary focus,
I work in response to issues and
ideas generated from aspects of
my environment. I am interested in
mining the incidental imagery in daily
life through the implementation of
photographic transfer processes and
paint applied to various grounds. The
process of whiting out or disappearing
certain aspects of a visual art piece
is an editing practice that forefronts
previously insignificant detail. I am
attracted to the use of found materials,
often very basic and sometimes what
might be considered roadside detritus.
In the WhiteOut exhibition the detritus
is derived from the far reaches of my
studio, addressing previously unresolved
aesthetic concerns. As in life, sometimes
we just have to clear the slate.
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Sally Thurlow
… is a multi-disciplinary artist based in Greater Toronto using a
variety of media relevant to her need for expression. This year,
highlights from 9 group shows include No Man’s Land, Peterborough,
OshawaSpaceInvaders in Oshawa, Flotsam: 2 Rooms Contemporary
Art Projects in Duntara NL and the Toronto International Art Fair. Her
work has shown internationally and has been the recipient of various
Ontario Arts Council Awards. Sally is a member of The Iris Group and
The Red Head Gallery, both artists’ collectives. She holds a BA majoring
in Fine Arts from the University of Toronto. Her work is held in private
collections across Canada, and at The Robert McLaughlin Gallery in
Oshawa ON.
www.sallythurlow.com
You Tube: Sally Thurlow, for a four minute video.
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Turgid Tides
Multi media

An environmental awareness and responsibility to its well-being
has been a constant part of my life and so my art-practice. Since I
have long been exploring the dynamic range of natural shapes using
driftwood, I spend considerable time on beaches and they all have
plastic debris. While I pick driftwood, I pick garbage. Other life forms
are also attracted to these appealing colours and forms, ingesting the
broken down bits and absorbing their poisons. Within this illuminated
translucent boat form, the plastic debris may remind us of pretty
kaleidoscope bits, its lacy edges mimicking the frothy tide. But in a
personal narrative written on disposable plastic wrap (part of the
dilemma), I question our cultural
and environmental practices
in our exploding throw-away
societies. The abundance of
plastic bits functions to partially
obscure the message just as the
huge problem is obscured by
being out in the middle of the
oceans, often brought there by
huge container vessels.
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Wendy Wallace
… is a graduate from the University of Toronto, Sheridan College, and
University of Ontario. She received a scholarship in 1985 from the Banff
Centre’s School of Fine Arts. Wallace continues her studies in Art and
Education. Wallace has received individual artist grants and teaching
grants from the Ontario Arts Council and project grants from the
Canada Arts Council to develop bodies of work.
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Wash Out, Alien in Horse Thief Canyon,
Badlands, Alberta 2014
Colour Photograph

Wallace creates constructions on
site connecting traditional, natural,
textural and everyday materials
that are symbolic of the revelatory
narrative. Currently she is working on
drawings in the landscape, extending
interpretation through photography
and film.
Wallace’s work responds to her
travels and short residencies
throughout Canadian urban/rural/
suburban environments. From local to
unfamiliar, they are centered on the
impact of the narrative, “identifying
landscapes as cultural symbols”.
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